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About This Game

The Deep Paths: Labyrinth Of Andokost is a first-person, dungeon crawling RPG, with traditional grid-based movement, and
active turn-based combat. Players explore a vast labyrinth filled with dangerous creatures, and hidden treasures, to unravel an

ancient mystery and deliver their city from harm’s way.

Featuring rich, 3D environments with an old-school, retro feel, this huge adventure pays a modernised homage to classic 80’s
and 90’s dungeon crawlers, such as “Dungeon Master” and “Lands Of Lore”.

Rich, 3D environments with high-quality art.

Tough, old-school combat, and traditional character levelling.

Dozens of secrets to discover.

A light-hearted adventure that doesn't take itself too seriously.
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how did this even happen. It's like Enter the dungeon, but without innovation. i just got this and it worked for one day and now
it won't let me use it what is going on. and if any one els is having a issue and have managed to fix it pleas let me know and it
has also happened to my lightening camo too. very disappointed.. game is crap where the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 is the
mele combat at?. If there is an oil field in a country, just wait until US government starts sending it's proud troops there to
spread some democracy on the territory by overthrowing the local regime. That's all about the plot of this pathetic attempt at
FPS, which is not even a game at it's core, but just another inept call to hate and, obviously, to kill Russians.. Wha is good on a
Multiplayer game?
The challenge of Player VS Player, correct?
And what if you don't have friends to play with?
Oh well, there must be a story mode, or at least a flat setting to set you up for action, right?
So... what might go wrong here?

Well Metal Drift firstly needs to register to play.
I bought the game guys.... hello?????
Why did you had to force us to register to play.
Gee bad move, whatever.

After the whole proccess I logged in to find what?
Almost empty servers and.... no story mode.

So If I wont convince a firend of mine to buy the game, I can not actually play it, right?
Well guess what, this is a NO from me.

It is a very VERY rare thing putting a thumbs down on a game.
But I can't play it.
No seriously... if I had some friends playign with me I could give it a shot and recommend it on discount.
But now what can i do?!

By the way, graphics are not something special...
 gameplay is average, can't tell if it is boring or not though, SINCE I CAN NOT PLAY ALONE....

It's a no for me and I am really sorry.
I know that fanboys will come and rate this down but I don't really care.
Really, think about it.
Spending money on a game you can not enjoy, how would YOU feel?. way to many bugs. the last 5 runs or so that i have tried
has ended in me having to forfit becouse it has lagged out. so my next starting run gets smaller and smaller gold bonus. would be
nice to have a run that run correctly for once. Thought it could be a fun short trippy adventure. Witnessed a poorly executed
game with barely playable mechanics. Really fun and unique Nancy Drew game that gets you up and running not only as Nancy,
but as her friends, too! Game looks great and handles well. Puzzles are never too tricky. Plus there is plenty of NED!. Gravilon
look rather dull and fits perfectly with the style of gameplay. Humming sounds was perfectly developed for Gravilon.
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fun arkanoid/breakout game not triple A level but its still good for a bit of fun.
this is just like breakout/arkanoid but you can make the ball move faster or slower at will and like in other such games you can
get powerups. the levels have random elements and secret paths as you clime the tower. it gets harder as you get farther in as
enemies will shoot at you.

as for the story its cute in a childish way. death takes 2 male souls and puts them into girl bodies then forces them to go fight a
vampire.

story mode is just like arcade but you do some side view rooms and a little puzzle before each breakout level. the levels and
story are the same on these parts but there is added story on the between level stuff. story mode is locked untill you beat arcade
for some reason.. I really hate to be a Negative Nancy on this. The idea behind it is fine, but the sad reality is that after a (short)
while, the game becomes boring as hell. Yes, there are unlockable characters, but honestly I was not able to figure out how to
unlock them. I was 1 out of 5 on my way to the second character but I have no idea what that 1 item was to get me there. And
the map is the same thing over and over and over and over again.

It's definitely bright and colorful and the difficulty level does ramp up quite well; but with the same level repeated ad nauseum,
the fun was soaked out of it. I respect the opinion of those who enjoyed it. Maybe it takes a certain attitude towards these games
to enjoy them. If that's the case, I'm clearly not in the target audience for the game as of the time that I write this.

Maybe future changes and updates will cause me to take a second look; but as it stands right now, this game is fun for a very
short amount of time and then becomes stale and boring very quickly.. Been using this with an XBOX360 wired controller for
some time now, and it works absolutely flawlessly.
A lot of configuration options and smart design make this program great for controlling your desktop/browser/other programs
with a controller.

Two thumbs up & a big thanks to the devs.. Well, it's cheaper than buying and painting fresh miniatures for your Space Hulk
Boardgame. Honestly I've got it 90% off, but if you love your 'nids or you buy the Ultimate Pack, it's ok, I guess.. s good, man..
Decided to play this before watching the original short it was based on. (The short has a little more at the end though)

Quite an interesting "story", filled with some questions on what is to be human and the nature of emotions, though requires
someone to want to explore these concepts in afterthought rather than being spoonfed during the experience.

And really, it's just an experience, you are "seated" in one place and it plays out.

Can only really reccommend it if you're into the whole sci-fi horror genre, but hey, it's free!. Combines a poker-style card game
with Puzzle Quest battles. There's a quest, but you can skip all the dialogue and just get on with the game. It's not that
challenging, but it's entertaining.. Nice NES style 2d platformer. A few problems with the sloped terrain, but controls work well
outside of that. Good amount of variety in levels.
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